Celebrating Nurses

This month, we celebrate the nurse educators who dedicate their careers to ensuring the next generation of nurses is practice ready. We are beyond grateful for the work you do to benefit the lives of your students and of every patient they care for in the future! As part of our celebration, we have launched a new Resources for Nurses website that brings together helpful insights and information to support your professional development, self-care, and wellbeing. Each month, we’ll add new content on key topics in nursing, along with journal articles, videos, and more.

Visit Site

Author Q&A: The NGNI Is It Really Brand New?

A Note from Linda and Angela Silvestri

The Next Generation NCLEX® (NGN) is here! This is a very exciting event. We hear from students all the time about their anxiety and fear about this “brand-new” exam. But is it really brand new?

Read Q&A

Shadow Health® Expansions: Fundamentals and Pediatrics

We are thrilled to announce the addition of patients to both the Fundamentals and Pediatrics Digital Clinical Experiences™.

- Two new patients for Fundamentals: 85-year-old Nancy Gilbert and 75-year-old Samuel Green
- Two new patients for Pediatrics: 18-month-old Isabella Burgel and 16-year-old Kyle Reeves

These patients will be available in July for Fall 2023 starts.

Learn More

How Can We Help?

Contact us for more information about any of these products and solutions, or if you’d like to learn how a custom bundle can save money for your students.

Contact Us